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Abstract
The focus of this paper is on cyber-attack as it relates to the call for
electronic voting in election management in Nigeria; we defined
specific key words as it relates to the paper. The methodology of this
work was based on secondary data and we adopted 2 theories in
explaining the concept of this work (1) The theory of technology-
enabled crime which captures cyber-attack in electronic voting as it
applies  to  the  use  of  technology  to  commit  or  facilitate  the
commission  of  traditional  crimes.  (2)  The  opportunity  theory
simply synergies between deviance and social structure but focuses
on  the  instructional  level  of  the  society.  Recommendations
highlighted includes: defining e-voting goals clearly; awareness of
the  challenges;  learn  from  previous  international  experience;
consider  sustainability  issues  and plan  for  the  future  to  enable
voters keep their watch on the need to be cyber protected and alert.
In  our  conclusion  we  rejected  neglecting  the  implication  of
cybercrime  in  our  electioneering  process  and  adopting  a  more
coherent  approach  to  cub  the  menace  of  cyber  security  hereby
striking a balance between the need to protect voting agencies and
also protect the right of citizens in our election management.

Keywords:  Cybercrime,  Cyber-Attack,  Elections,  Electronic  Voting,
Information Communication Technology (ICT)
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Introduction 
Brecheisen  (2018)  defines  cyber-attack  as  any  type  of  deceptive  action
directed  at  an  infrastructure  mainframe  to  utter  or  pirate  its  personal
information.  Digital  technologies  and  its  adoption  by  third  world
countries  has  affected  how  elections  are  conducted  which  includes
internet  voting  and  voter’s  online  registration  amongst  others  hereby
making reliance on computers and communication networks for elections
worrisome in curbing election cyber-security.  Though this has not been
politically prominent within democracies in Nigeria due to the level  of
awareness not enacted in our electoral system.

Cyber-attacks  in  election  management  technology  can  be  viewed from
different  perspectives with relative attack and impacts.  Nigeria being a
developing  state,  the  use  of  technology  in  elections  may  be  exploited
to falsify  election  results  hereby  leading  to  inconclusive  results  and
sometimes  Information  obtained  may  be  published  or  used  as  a
discrediting  tool  for  institutions,  persons, emails  and  other  electronic
representation hereby making it  unavailable for voters or cause election
day disruptions. Introduction of Electronic voting created an environment
of responsibility whereby confidence of the voters is vested in the central
administration away from the numerous poling units/stations and this
will reduce risk of fraud and manipulation at the polling units (Aviel and
Wallach, 2004).

The stormy process of  our election system over the years gave birth to
electoral  reforms which  recommended the  style  of  selecting leadership
and ensuring fairness in the voting system. As a result of this milestone
Nigeria adopted electronic voting to correct its local style of voting. The
deployment of ICT (Information Communication Technology) in election
management  in  Nigeria  was  received  due  to  successes  recorded  by
countries once characterized by rigging and violence and this triggered
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more countries on the same page of election irregularities to marry the
process. Nigeria after its forth republic was characterized by violence and
instability  and  this  once  resulted  to  loss  of  lives  and displacement  by
dedicated citizens (Adesola and Abimbola; 2014). In addition, human right
watch report  (2004) ascertain that there was widespread falsification of
election  result  in  2003  and 2007  election  result.  (Human  Right  Watch,
2004).The disenchantment of the electoral process in Nigeria cropped up
after the 2007 election.

The integrity  of  our  electoral  system in  Nigeria  is  the  most  important
factor for credibility of our electoral process, ICT in election management
is  increasing geometrically  hereby making it  a  necessity  for  election in
Nigeria  (IDEA  2011).   According  to  Norris  in  2016,he  identified  5
challenges  in  election  management  which  includes:  Trusting  electoral
process,  Party  dichotomy  over  actual  electoral  procedure;  Unassured
aplomb in the election conduct;  legation on campaign spending and Use
of educated elite in election conduct (Norris 2016).

CONCEPTUAL CLARIFICATION 

Cybercrime
These  can be  described as  a  criminal  tendency directed to  a  computer
device, cybercrime are sometimes not targets to financial authorities but to
monitors  and  obtain  personal  information  of  victims.  Cybercrime  is
simply identified to computer related offences (for example, online fraud,
identity theft and the distribution of child exploitation material).

Cyber-Attack
 This  is  seen  as  an  act  or  activities  of  cyber  criminals  directed  to  a
computer  device.  A cyber-attack  can  also  be  seen  from an exploitative
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perspective whereby vital information and personal records of computer
hardware are stolen. Various methods are used by cyber criminals to carry
out this act and this includes using malicious code (Malware) to utter or
compromise private information 
Elections
Election is  a  constitutional  arrangement  involving the voting system to
choose a representative for government or for an organization. It is mostly
associated  with  countries  practicing  democracy.  According  to
Kompetenzzentrum (2004) Election is defined as a means of choosing or
selecting  a  qualified  member  of  an  organization  through  a  system  of
voting whereby votes are converted into political decision.

Electronic Voting
Electronic Voting entails the use of electronic devices to reach the polling
station.  Electronic voting was adopted due to  various reforms that  has
overhauled the electoral process to ensure a free and credible election. This
has  over  the  years  ensured  peaceful  transition  in  countries  operating
democracies all over the world. Electronic voting comprises of three actors;
voter  registration/identification.  Vote  casting  and collation/counting  of
vote.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
We are drawing out this research from two theorical school of thought and
they are;  the theory of technology-enabled crime which captures cyber-
attack  in  electronic  voting  as  it  applies  to  the  adoption  of  modern
technology  to  perpetuate  crime.  In  other  words,  Activities  which  fall
under  this  technology  enabled  crime  are  often  categorize  as  high-tech
crime,  computer  crimes  or  cybercrimes.  While  Opportunity  theory in
relation to this paper simply identifies leakages in the cause of developing
the voting system in Nigeria.it can be explained from the perspective of
targeting sensitive voters’ databases.
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Theory 1.
The Theory of Technology-Enabled Crime 
Mc Quade (1998) ascertain that curbing the incidence of complex crime is
unattainable as there is a continual process of competition between crime
fighters and criminals as technology advances. Mc Quade in (2006) also
revealed  that  the  main  clause  of  this  theory  gives  us  a  better
understanding  why  crime  is  parasitic  with  computer  and
telecommunication technologies hereby creating a complex environment
for crime fighters to prevent, investigate and control this act. He further
denotes that  the act  of  cyber-attack in the technological  process entails
crime committed directly against a computer and a computer system.

Theory 11
Opportunity theory
Merton (1937) identifies opportunity theory as a gap (target) identified by
cyber criminals when change takes place in a society, it is not a secret that
hundreds of millions of information are being stored on the internet which
has placed cybercrime on high alert and this has created available targets
in the electoral structure. Opportunity theory identifies the causes of crime
in a tussle between culturally prescribed goals, values, societal structure
and the means to achieve them. This has over the years helped us identify
the evolution of crime as a result of changes that evolve as the society
develops.  More  or  less  electronic  voting  in  Nigeria  election  is  still
undergoing experimental stage and have been affected by the tussle and
struggle of cyber-criminal activities to control resource allocation.

LITERATURE REVIEW 
Allegation  of  Cyber  Attack  stormed  the  US  news  during  the  2016
presidential election and it was also speculated that officials and voters
observing the election wondered the outcome if  these allegations  were
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real.  Though  security  analyst  which  includes  political  mediators  and
various media homes were concerned about the danger if the electronic
voting was rigged (The Aspen Institute 2016). This malicious activity was
not  surprising,  as  voter  databases  tend  to  also  be  lucrative  targets  for
cybercriminals  for  a  variety  of  reasons.  Flashpoint  has  observed that  a
number  of  voter  databases  have been advertised for  sale  on numerous
Deep & Dark Web forums. These databases typically contain millions of
records  of  personal  information.  It  is  unclear  if  these  databases  were
carefully targeted or a matter of opportunity.

Schimpp  and  Frances  (2001)  observed  that  the  apex  of  election
management  is  in  the  voting  system.  It  encompasses  how  the  voting
system  defines  its  setup  function,  format  ballots;  count  votes;  perform
jurisdiction  function  and  other  election  management  functions.(EMS)
Election management system has been the heartbeat of election process by
developing electorate,  nomination of choice candidate,  programme vote
casting, candidate registration and result collection and lastly announcing
election results.

According to Norris  in July 2016, hackers invaded the server of  (DNC)
Democratic  National  Committee  prior  to  the  democratic  convention.
Though not confirmed, sources speculated that those behind the act were
Russians  hackers.  Also,  in  September  2016  it  was  also  revealed  that
registration database of more than 200,000 registered voters were stolen in
Illinois to enable them breach voting database in Arizona (Norris 2016:7).

In 2009 Andrew Appel demonstrated in a new jersey court how a voting
machine can be harked in 7 minutes if not properly handled. He further
affirmed  that  a  particular  software  called  "vintage"  is  more  prone  to
hackers than other related software and attack on this kind of software is
so easy if voting machine are not sealed prior or after the election (Wofford
2016).Due to Andrew analysis Wofford noted that in the cause of collating
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election  result.  It  is  deemed important  that  results  should  be  assessed
independently to avoid multiple coalition of election result. 

Ramilli  and Prandini  (2010)  identified 3  core  targets  in  harking  voting
machine,  he  talked  about  the  hardware  which  hackers  substitute  or
damage; The firmware which can be triggered by swapping drivers and
the software which enables them to reprogram or insert new code to the
voting machine. In the words of Jeff Fischer (2002) electoral process and
violence are means of achieving governance. On the contrary, the election
management  system  helps  coordinate  the  unfair  and  corrupt  political
legitimacy by extreme stakeholders ignoring the norms and process in the
electoral system (Fischer ,2002)
Former president Olusegun Obasanjo in 2003 inaugurated the National
Cyber security Initiative (NCI) and affirmed that the Nigeria cybercrime
working group (NCWG) worked tooth and nail  to  ensure crime rate is
reduced to its minimum but the rate of crime grew geometrically while
control  rate  was  progressing  arithmetically  .He  urged  that  the  rate  of
cybercrime has been letting down the educational sector due to get rich
quick syndrome by Nigeria youths .He further concludes that cybercrime
policing is  as  complex as Nigeria  itself  and policy implementation has
been on the downside (Umo,2010)

Election Management Stages and the ICT Devices that can be Deployed.
There are several ICT devices but not all of them can be employed to have
effective electronic voting. Meanwhile, every electorate should be able to
recognize and identify most of these devices and must be made available
in  all  our  INEC  (Independent  National  Electoral  Commission)  offices
before election time.

Election stages Electronic Devices that can be employed 
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E-Registration Dashboard,  Internet  WWW, E-mail,  ballot  delivery,
electronic  poll-book,  E-card,  electronic  voters
registration system, optical scan, touch screen, line of
electronic voting station, acute vote, printer module
and obscene voting system 

E-Campaign Graphic  printing  press,  ball  point  pen,  telephone,
video sound e-mail, 

E-Voting Punched  card,  optical  scan  voting  system,  voting
kiosk,  mobile  voting,  television,  electronic  ballot,
tackle ballot periodic list optical voting card (OVC),
remote voting, private computer, mark sense, digital
peg and Permanent Voters Card (PVC) 

E-Counting Optical  Character  Recognition,  Punched  card
counting  machine,  electronic  ballot  boxes,  DRE
voting machine 

E-Compilation Internet  WWW,  mobile  phone,  diskette,  e-mail,
broadcasting station, data storage device 

E-Result Radio,  television,  electronic  publication,  electronic
magazine, electronic laboratory, broadcasting station,
digital exhibition. 

Source: Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC 2007)

Election Management in Nigeria: An appraisal.
Electronic  voting  in  Nigeria  is  still  erupting  and  in  the  cause  of  this
changes,  a  proper  assessment  and  evaluation  should  be  conducted  to
ensure it meets various task during the process of management. In order
to  achieve  this,  various  systematic  appraisal  should  be  noted  and this
includes:  Demand  Analysis,  Technical  Analysis,  International  Study,
Organization and management study,  Risk and sensitivity analysis  and
lastly the Financial and economic analysis.
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A proper appraisal must consider the following environmental challenges
to development in Nigeria:

 Poor  Internet  connectivity:  The  choice  is  between  physical
transmission lines and wireless technologies.

 Poor  power  supply  Poor  to  non-existent  public  power  supply in
most of sub-Sahara Africa (Thiome, 2003), demands consideration of
alternatives like solar power, commonly used in remote places (Solar-
Powered WiFi).

 Costly  infrastructure:  ICT infrastructure capital  and maintenance
costs are high and need to be properly planned for.  (Laanela,  2002)
Significant  amounts  of  money  can  be  saved  from  low-energy
consuming devices in powering off-grid systems.

 Poorly trained and motivated project staff

 Technologically inept client base

 An underdeveloped private sector
The following is an outline appraisal of INEC Nigeria’s ICT Project.

Demand Analysis
Looking at the 2007 election records, Nigerian was expected to enroll 60
million  voters,  who  were  expected  to  vote  simultaneously,  in  120,000
polling centers, involving 37 political parties constituted by a population
of over 250 ethnic groups, and about an equal number of Moslems and
Christians,  all  jostling  for  power  at  the  center,  in  a  country  where
government is the principal economic player and means of employment
and contracts (INEC, 2007).
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General ICT systems demand
The complexity of the elections requires a gradual transformation of INEC
through work automation,  information management and organizational
restructuring  ICTs,  for  the  organization  to  realize  its  effectiveness
potentials.  (Thorp,  1991)  However,  the  failure  of  the  2007  election
demands attention to  specific strategies  to  improve the performance of
future elections.

Specific ICT systems demand
The problems that marred the INEC April 2007 elections may have been
transferred from the 2003 elections. (Palmer, 2003) and are summarized
under five headings:

 Late openings and closing of elections

 Shortage of election materials at polling stations

 Many disenfranchised voters

 Corrupt practices among ad hoc election staff

 General  resistance  by  politicians  and  media  to  the  use  of  an
Electronic Voting System (EVS).

A detailed analysis of these problems reveals that they were symptomatic
of  failures  in  procurement  management,  logistic  management,  quality
control, and time planning and scheduling. Others were cost estimating
and  budgeting,  risk  management,  stakeholder  management  especially
media  management,  training  of  operations  and  security  staff,  voters’
education, and remuneration of ad-hoc election staff (Akiri and Williams ,
2007).

Types of cyber Attack
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Hacking

This  simply  means  having  access  to  a  remote  computer  without  the
permission  of  the  user  and  people  engaging  in  this  system/type  of
cybercrime are computer programmers with higher level of programming
knowledge  and  expertise  knowledge  of  programming.  They  simply
engage in harking for fame, money, power or greed.

Data diddling
Data  Diddling  is  also  known  as  “morning  glory”  it  entails  the  illegal
altering of data in the process of logging into the computer. It is usually
controlled by viruses, encoders, and other transmitting programs.

Cyber stalking
Cyber stalking is seen as a contemporary way of stalking someone, also
known as an advance way of monitoring a target or victim. A cyber stalker
does  not  usually  follow  his  victim  physically  but  follow  them  online
through social media like Facebook, Instagram and other social site hereby
intruding in victims’ privacy and also offer treats to make their victim feel
unsecured.

Web jacking
Web Jacking originated from harking but it is done in a more discreet way
using a sister website to take control of content in the mother site and in
most cases redirect users to a cloned site. In this case the hacker takes full
control  over  activities  in  the  website  for  his  own  mischiefs.  The
recruitment process in 2017 for Nigeria immigration officers there were
reports made of fake application, this is a clear case of web jerking.

Phishing
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Extracting  personal  information’s  which  includes  username  and
passwords for legitimate enterprises are another form of cybercrime. The
hacker act as the legitimate enterprise and conduct a system called email
spoofing hereby large/bulk emails are sent to acquire login of customers
and  other  personal  information  such  as  credit  card,  Social  Security
Number and other personal information. If peradventure you receive such
emails the best thing to do is to ignore or delete it.

Virus dissemination
Viruses  to  human  is  an  incurable  but  manageable  infection  but  to
computers  and  hardware  they  disrupt  the  computer  performance,
circulate  data  stored in  the  hard disk  to  other  computers  on the same
network and modify or delete stored information in the network. A Trojan
horse work very similar to virus in stealing and destroying information in
the hard drive of a computer.

Challenges of Electronic Voting In Nigeria Democratic Elections
The  elections  regulatory  body,  the  Independent  National  Electoral
Commission (INEC) had contemplated exploring electronic elections in
the country but later dropped the idea on grounds of unpreparedness.
Electoral  process or election however,  has its  several  components:  voter
registration, registration review/update, electioneering campaigns, actual
voting,  and release of  election results.  These naturally come with their
challenges and have informed a school of thought that based on Nigeria’s
economic  instability,  corruption,  resources  mismanagement,  and
technologically  backward  climate,  including  unstable  power  supply,  e‐
elections would be far‐fetched. 

Other challenges of Electronic Voting include:
1. Goals of electronic voting are not clearly defined.
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2. E-voting is still work in progress, although not a perfect system. There
are various divergent views on the adoption and sustenance of electronic
voting which has resulted to divergence in adopting the system.

3. Due to ethnic differences and perspective of developing countries like
Nigeria, learning from other system adopting the same process might be
difficult due to problem of isolation of standards.

4.  Nigeria  adopting  electronic  voting  has  encountered  a  problem  of
straitening  the  process  due  to  unresolved  challenges  in  the  electoral
process 

5. Nigeria has also encountered the problem of key stakeholders marrying
the new process of electronic voting and this erupts as a result of mistrust
and weakness of the electoral process.

6.  Transparency  in  electronic  voting  process  have  been  a  problem  in
adopting  this  contemporary  voting  system  whereby  auditing  and
confidence in the system must be transparent.

7.  Inadequate  Expert  Personnel  in  the  Electronic  voting  management
system, hereby affecting the integrity of the voting system and elections in
general.
The Challenges of Cyber security in Nigeria 
According to the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (2014),
Cybercrime  in  Africa  is  going  through  a  developmental  stage  with
alarming concerns ranging from security risk,  intellectual  and personal
data leaks and other challenges stated below and African governments do
not have the technical and the financial capability to mark and supervise
electronic communications believed to be sensitive for national security
(Mactar et.al, 2014).
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1. The vast nature of cyber-attack outweigh national security and concern
has  however  been  given  less  implementation  proceed  in  tackling  the
menace.

2.  There  is  lack  of  expertise  to  manage  the  level  of  technology  in  a
developing  country  like  Nigeria  and  this  has  been  an  impediment  in
curbing cyber-attack in our electoral process.

3. The legal structure has been politized by politicians and by those that
tag  themselves  as  godfathers  in  the  political  process  hereby  hindering
judgement on cyber-attack offenders.

4. The government has not been able to setup working machinery with
updated cyber prevention technology hereby making Nigeria and other
developing African countries tagged as cyber terrorist.
5.  The awareness and constant propaganda by stakeholders involved in
cyber  security  management  is  very  poor  hereby  making  our  election
management process prone to cyber-attack.

Prospects of Electronic Voting In Nigeria
Election in Nigeria will no longer require polls for vote casting as voters
can  use  the  electronic  voting  system  to  reach  polls  in  their  home
computers,  libraries  and  other  public  places.  Paper  ballots  and  old-
fashioned voting machines will be but a memory. Voting machines will
display ballots on flat panel displays, and voting will be a simple matter of
touching the screen to pick a candidate. Voting machines connected to the
web will add a new dimension, allowing voters to bring up candidate or
issue  group  web  pages  if  they  need  more  information  to  make  an
informed choice.
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We will no-longer have to wait days for official election results, contenting
ourselves  with unofficial  results  gathered by the press.  Within minutes
after the polls close,  the network of voting machines will  communicate
with state computers to calculate the official election results.
More prospects include:

1. Electronic voting will provide security such that voters can only vote
once with their identification.

2. Proper electronic voting process can cub election fraud, hasten result
processing, Increase voters access and finally reducing election cost. 

3.  Electronic  voting  provides  a  complete  computer  system  that  would
provide facility for voters and officials to cast, register and print out the
result of the voting exercise respectively.

4.  Electronic voting promotes  a system that  would contain database of
aspirants and voters.

5. Electronic voting gives the voters access through personal identification
number and username.

6.  Electronic  voting  has  enabled  accuracy  in  election  results  as  against
human error.

7.  Electronic  voting  helps  meet  the  voting  need  of  the  physically
challenged.
8. Electronic voting will help cub the family voting and reduce vote selling
incidence  hereby  preventing  election  manipulation  associated  with  the
paper system.
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9. There should be a streamlined cost-effective reasons adopting e-voting
solution as against the use of paper voting to enable full participation.

10 Trusting the voting system should be emphasized to stakeholders and
the  general  public  on  the  need  to  have  confidence  in  the  new  voting
system.

Recommendations 
The following recommendation should be adopted to enable a working
environment for the sustenance of electronic voting and the prevention of
cyber-crime in Nigeria elections.

1.  Electronic  voting  in  Nigeria  should  be  clearly  defined  between
politicians, party representative, electorate and the election management
personnel on its modules.

2. Nigeria being a developing nation surely cannot meet with the standard
of developed world like the United States and Russia. Therefore, proper
backup plans should be put in place to avoid divergence in the electoral
process.

3.  Adopting  the  process  of  electronic  voting  in  Nigeria  really  needs  a
parental  guidance  from  developed  countries  already  practicing  the
system, hence Nigeria electoral board and personnel should be pragmatic
to get a wider understanding on the concept of electronic voting and the
menace it faces.

4.  Election  management  officials  should  be  given  adequate  training  in
electronic voting, voters right and measures to protect election result.
Conclusion 
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Negating  the  implication  of  cybercrime  in  our  electioneering  process
simply means begging the question as to why we truly need our elections
credible. A coherent approach should be utilized to curb the menace of
cyber security  and strike a  balance between the need to protect  voting
agencies and also protect the right of citizens.
Education of citizens about ‘hacking the vote’ should be emphasized to
ensure there is an understanding amongst policy makers and citizens to
create  awareness  of  the  problem  we  have  been  facing  since  the
introduction of ICT in our election process. In other words, going back to
paper and typewriter will not be an option, but to put modalities in place
to curb this cyber menace
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